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Rock Thomas says, "You are either living your dream or you are missing it!" In The Power of Your Identity, Rock

teaches you how to energize your dream, refuel your desires, fire-up your relationships, your job and feel more

energetic than ever. In this simple and fun step by step process, Rock's teachings will catapult you into living true to

your optimal self."Rock Thomas is the most dynamic, inspiring speaker and coach I have ever had the privilege of

knowing. In his latest book, he shows you proven techniques that have helped thousands of his clients and he does so

in an easy to understand way. Let Rock show you how to get the most "juice" out of life by knowing your identity! Go

with Rock on the journey of a lifetime, the journey of discovering who you are and getting what you want! This is

your life, make it the best life, make it outstanding with an outstanding man, Rock Thomas!"Susan Barnes author of

The Power of Net Magic and speaker"Rock is an incredible example of focus and discipline in every area of life. I have

watched him over the years as he walks his talk, makes his decisions, focuses on the end result, and creates exactly

what he wants to achieve. There is not doubt in my mind that this book will give you the secrets to creating your true

identity and living your life to the fullest."Linda Kedy, Author, Speaker, Mentor and Managing Director of Positive

Motivational Learning, USCC Rock Thomas has created a how-to manual on running your life the right way. This

book is a must-read if you want to make your life a masterpiece.Mark Yegge, Author, Speaker, Entrepreneur
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